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About me

WHAT I DO

Stories have the power to capture an audience by creating meaning, inspiration, or hope. 

Your story is your mission. When the mission matters, the work matters more. Although the

function of writing is to create an impact on an audience, my intention is to ensure that your

story tells your mission, and that your vision is clear and identifiable. I'm a creative storyteller

using journalistic principles in digital mediums to provide clients with strategic messages. 

My background is in education and nonprofit work, but an internship with the MSU Denver

Department of Chicano/a Heritage studies altered my trajectory into leadership

communications and social change. 

For the last few years, I have had the immense responsibility and honor of assisting several

nationally recognized educational organizations as they update their web presence to reflect

a more diverse and inclusive environment for minority audiences. 

Creative writing
Design
Strategy
Analysis
Inform



my clients

My skills lie in strategic storytelling for marketing communications.

Freelancing has allowed me the opportunity to broaden the scope of my skills and work

with a variety of clients across the public and private sectors. 

I am an experienced and skilled creative and informative writer, and have been published in

academic journals, college textbooks and learning guides, literary magazines, and in print

media for several organizations. My writing is adaptable to brand voice, and is for a wide

audience, regardless of educational  or economic background. 

Many of my clients have been high profile persons in government or entertainment; and

require a great deal of discretion and tact. 

higher education

nonprofits

private companies 



Collaborations 

The purpose for all communication is

creating a connection of understanding. It is

my responsibility to help clients fulfill their

vision. 

There are times when bringing visions into

being--calls into the light a necessity for a

change--such as a rebranding opportunity. 

Partnerships with clients, my network, and community members are what

make the magic happen. All work produced on any content is in

collaboration with the client and myself. 

CLIENT SATISFACTION



trauma informed 

Language has the power to create

and inform, as well as heal or harm. 

Communications that are supportive,

empathic, and informative are more

accessible to everyone. 

Teaching to understand how to use

new languages requires great care. 

THE APPROACH



inclusion

creating
pathways of
inclusion by

modeling the
communities

where we live 

SUPPORT
RESOURCES
GUIDANCE
MENTORSHIP
EVENTS
CONNECTIONS



Telling stories of resilience gives people hope

to get through hard times and look forward to

brighter days. 

relevant storytelling

THE CRAFT



informative writing 
Hard conversations can be approached

using a simplified language explained by
subject matter experts. 



recognition

'How to talk with kids about racism' was

shared widely across social media

platforms, was in the highest read MSUD

article for all of 2020, and evolved into a

9News guest expert spot for Dr. Allen as a

result.  

This article was paraphrased and re-

published over a dozen times on other

news sources and websites such as

UNICEF. 



rebrand

Logos are more than just for marketing materials, they evoke

immediate brand recognition. Strong, simple branding is more

effective than busy and cluttered logos. 

Rebranding logos requires sensitivity and delicacy as logos

become important brand identifiers,  and hold specific

symbology that may not have a wide market appeal. 

Choosing just one color and element to feature from this

original logo, simplified and streamlined the message without

altering the symbology of the logo. 

LOGOS

BEFORE

AFTER



refresh AFTER

There are times when a client may

request  creative collateral that does

not align with current user

experience standards. 

These are opportunities to offer

alternatives to a client's request that

still maintain the essence of a

message, without undermining it's

effectiveness and reach. 

before



The Art

PHOTOS BY SIET WRIGHT

visual storytelling



  Add instantly recognizable brand identity with logos, color palette,
fonts, graphics, and consistent messaging. 



user personas 

community
understanding

priorities



accessibility
mobile
tablet
computer

user experience consistency:



Design tools such as Adobe and Canva 

are used for editing photos and building a

design layout to create flyers, brochures,

infographics, social media posts, and more.  

simple design



assesments
resources
goals
guides
focus groups
plan
SEO optimization
consistent messaging



QUESTIONS?

sietswright@gmail.com

contact

portfolio

https://sietwright.com

Empathic discretion is paramount to successful interactions with many demographics. Rest assured that the
utmost respect and understanding goes into all of my common best practices regarding the inclusion of

equitable space for our diverse community. 

create understanding and connection
with conscious communications by celebrating diversity


